
OPENED EVERY DAY FROM 08:00 a.m.

TECHNIC CHARACTERS:
Lenght: 294 mt - Width: 5 mt

Left corners: 6 - Right corners: 5
Best Lap 1/8: 13.6’   1/10:15.4’   1/5:18.0’

F1: 19.0’   Motorcycle: 21,69’

www.minicarfiorano.it

ENGLISH



LED TAB
Is possible to see:   

every lap time,             
the gap between the 
drivers and the race 

position.
So is possible to follow
the race in real time on 

the big led tab.

SPEED RADAR 
CONTROL

On the straight there is
a special radar to catch 
the maximum speed of 

every model.
The max speed is visible

on the led tab at the 
end of the straight.



PADDOCK
Are available 200 places for 1/8, 1/10, electric or 

motorcycle drivers. For 1/5 event are available 160 places.
In every bench there is electric connection.

AUDIO SYSTEM
Are available 5 wireless microphones (high quality)         

for referee, time keeper, race director, ecc..
There are 32 audio speakers all over on the track.

REFEREE
There are 2 positions for race referee.

The first one is on the platform drivers to follow the race 
from an higher position.

The second one is on the pit-lane, near the mechanics.
In both positions there are monitors to follow the race in 

real time.

MONITORS MECHANICS
All the mechanics can follow the race with 4 monitors

under the box.



CLEANING AREA

Appropriated area to 
clean the models, 

served by water and air 
compressed.

CLEANING MACHINE

Special machine to clean
the asphalt.

INTERNET WI-FI
Free wi-fi all over on the track, with 6 access points, included

camper area.

RACE RESULTS AND RACE PICTURES
After every race is possible to download and to see the race 

results and race pictures on our web-site.

www.minicarfiorano.it



RESTROOM

• 2 W.C. MEN

• 2 W.C. WOMEN

• 1 W.C. HANDICAP

CAMPER AREA

Is possible to 
accomodate more 
then 30 campers, 
also with electric

power.



BAR – RESTAURANT

The service bar lets you have fresh drinks, icecream,  
snack and sandwich every day.

The restaurant is opened every day for lunch and dinner.
The bar restaurant offers air conditioned every day, with 

50 places inside, 70 places under the maxi-gazebo and 50 
places outside. Tot 170 places to sit.

On the relax area are available soccer play, a small 
children slide, outside sopha, playstation with maxi TV, 

free wi-fi and internet point for free.



WEB CAM
All the area is covered with more then 20 webcam 

(included camper area) that record 24 hours/day to garantee
the security of the people and the vehicles.

Is also possible to see the webcam from your personal computer 
or your smartphone 24 hours/day.



The electric power of the track is 35 KW.
Is possible to do free practices and races during

the evening or night.

NIGHT LIGHTS ON THE TRACK



TIME KEEPER
The track is divided on 3 sectors.

There are 2 intermediate time and the lap time.
On the time keeper box there are 2 computers for the first and 

the second loop.
All the PC are connected to a group of continuity so the race can 

continue also in case of black out.

AUTOMATICALLY RACE MANAGEMENT
Automatic assignation of QR code to every driver and automatic

printer for the race numbers.
In every number will be printed the driver’s name.

MEETING ROOM
Is available, for the team manager and the drivers, a meeting 

room with computer, internet point, Tv, Fax, telephone, 
fotocopy machine where to have reserved meeting.

The meeting room is for free. 



THINGS TO DO
• FERRARI MUSEUM (2000 mt from the track)

• FERRARI RENT A CAR (on the track)
Is possible to rent a Ferrari car for 10 min, 20 min, or more

directly on the track
• ENZO FERRARI HOUSE with bus from the Ferrari museum

• SALSE DI NIRANO (4000 mt from the track):
Wild reserv to do beautiful walk.

SUPERMARKET
CONAD SPEZZANO (1000 mt from the track)

HOW TO ARRIVE
AIRPLANE: nearest airport Bologna (47 km from the track)

CAR: highway exit Modena nord or Modena sud

HOTEL
Hotel Alexander*** (1000 mt from the track) 

Hotel Executive**** (2400 mt from the track) 

Hotel Touring**** (2500 mt from the track)

Check on our website to see the complete list of hotel.

MINIAUTODROMO JODY SCHECKTER
Via Antica Cava n.2

Fiorano Modenese (MO) Italy
www.minicarfiorano.it

gesualdi@minicarfiorano.it
TRACK PHONE/FAX: +39 0536 843088

ANGELO +39 339 7389392 - MARCO  +39 338 9893339


